
DRONES IN RENEWABLES



Darkwing Aerials was founded in
2012, becoming one of the first fully
licensed UAV companies in South
Africa. 

Darkwing quickly became a leader in
the film industry, boasting an
impressive client list. Darkwing
broadened its scope to the Industrial
sector in 2018, working in
renewables, construction, maritime,
telecommunications, security,
mining, engineering and insurance.

COMPANY
BACKGROUND



Renewable sectors:
• Onshore & Offshore Wind 
• Concentrated Solar Thermal (CSP) 
• Solar Photovoltaic (PV)
• Hydroelectric

Darkwing Aerials work with market leaders to offer
the latest technologies for inspections in the
renewable energy sectors. 

Making use of Thermal, Lidar, HD camera’s &
state-of-the-art software, Darkwing can now offer
autonomous inspections, that proved to be time &
cost saving solutions to our clients.

AUTONOMOUS
INSPECTIONS 



CSP PLANT
The volatile liquids and high pressures of the vacuum
tubes used in CSP plant operations are a serious
safety concern.

Any faults in the vacuum tubes like cracks and
fatigue areas are easily detectable as irregular
thermal hotspots.

The XT2 pairs the FLIR Tau 2 thermal sensor and 4K
visual camera with DJI’s leading stabilisation and
machine intelligence technology.

Using the XT2 FLIR camera our drone can easily
detect these hotspots from a variety of altitudes and
distances.

Using autonomous flight paths every inch of the
vacuum tubes in the CSP plant can be inspected
with unparalleled speed and detail.



SOLAR PANEL
INSPECTION

Adverse weather conditions and external factors can
cause surface damage to solar panels over time.

Inspecting every solar panel using ground-based
methods is time consuming and ineffective at
detecting all the damaged areas.
Our drones can do a full thermal and RGB image
inspection from the air using the XT2 FLIR camera.

The XT2 captures thermal and RGB image data
simultaneously to eliminate the need to fly solar
panel sections twice.
The image data is analysed, with specialised
inspection software to generate a full spectrum
damage report.

Any damage detected by the thermal sensor can be
compared with the corresponding RGB image to
formulate a maintenance strategy.



The Darkwing Aerials drone team deployed to the Bokpoort
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plant, which spans 200
hectares.

Molten salt transported inside glass vacuum tubes are heated
to 390°C by the mirror panels. The vacuum tubes that
transport the molten salt fluid run for hundreds of kilometers
throughout the plant. Any defects or damage to these tubes is
a major hazard for the operation of the CSP plant. 

Every inch of the tubes needs a detailed inspection to detect
even the smallest defects. That is where Darkwing Aerials
comes in with our drone and the XT2 thermal camera.
Damaged tubes overheat and can be detected using a thermal
camera. Defects and damage can therefore be clearly seen on
the images our pilots collected using the XT2. 

The images were shared with our partners in Spain who used
them to create a detailed damage report for the owners of the
Bokpoort CSP plant. Furthermore, the entire drone
inspection did not interfere the plant’s operations at all.
Normal operations continued while our drone simply flew
overhead and collected the image data.

PREVIOUS WORK: Bokpoort CSP Drone Inspection - September 2021



Darkwing collaborated with an international
computer vision technology company, who designed
a computer vision, artificial intelligence camera. 

This specialised camera is integrated with our drones,
to detect and inspect wind turbine blades
autonomously. 

This revolutionary solution offers the best
combination of safety, quality, speed and cost on
the blade inspection market.

AUTOMATED BLADE
INSPECTION



We recently trialed a new automated
inspection process for the first time in South
Africa in partnership with the developer of the
camera payload. Our two-man drone inspection
team deployed from Cape Town to the wind farm
in under 9 hours. They arrived on site ready to
begin work with minimal setup required. 

The speed and accuracy of the automated
inspection process allowed our drone team to
inspect between 14 and 18 turbines every day.
Our streamlined deployment techniques
combined with the speed of the automated
inspection software dramatically reduces the
downtime for each wind turbine. Our drone
team, on average, spends no more than 24
minutes at each wind turbine. This allows the
client to minimise losses from inactive wind
turbines.

PREVIOUS WORK: Wind
Turbine Blade Inspection -
August 2021

INSPECT 14 - 18 TURBINES PER DAY 



The 45 megapixel P1 camera mounted on our drone
is used to capture HD aerial images.

The images are processed to recreate a 3D terrain
model of the scanned area.

2D orthomosaic aerial maps are also generated,
providing an up to date and scaled aerial view.

2D/3D TERRAIN
MAPPING



Our surface preparation spray cleaning and
washing system, the  Opus X8 SW (Soft Wash), is
built for cleaning elevated surfaces and limited
surface preparation prior to coating. 

The Opus X8 SW is a "Corrosion Innovation of the
Year" award winner by the National Association of
Corrosion Engineers (NACE) and  Materials
Performance Magazine for our creation. 

AERIAL WASHING



3D PHOTOGRAMMETRY

Aerial photogrammetry allows Darkwing to
reconstruct any structure to scale as a 3D model.

Photogrammetry uses 2D images to build a scale
accurate digital twin of the structure. This allows
for the recreation of 3D positional data. 

Extremely accurate measurements can be taken from
these 3D models.



We were approached by a company that is responsible for
the inspection & maintenance of multiple meteorological
masts across South Africa. They wanted to see how our
drones could speed up their inspection procedures,
traditionally done via rope access, and reduce safety risks
for their technicians.They presented us with two 140 meter
high masts in the Western Cape region. We decided to
utiliSe the powerful P1 45 megapixel camera and LiDAR
scanning to gather the required data.

Our drone used the P1 camera to meticulously capture
each piece of monitoring equipment on the mast. Smaller
details like bolts and guy wire-mounts were also captured in
high definition images. These images allowed our client’s
engineers to write a detailed report on the current state of
the mast’s equipment. The final stage was using a LiDAR unit
to laser scan the entire mast structure. 

This allowed Darkwing to recreate the mast in a 3D point
cloud. The twist of the mast structure and the height of each
piece of equipment could then be measured with extreme
accuracy. And all of this was done in less than half a day.

PREVIOUS WORK: Meteorological
Mast Inspections – November 2021
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